It has been shown in the last few years that the UAP need not be the grease coordinator at MIT. Instead, the person can be anything from a student activist to a disco dancer. There are certain important needs that must be met, but past that, the UAP should do what she can to make this place fun. The faculty needs to know not only what we think, but also who we are.

We need to know who we are, and the General Assembly should convene as a representative body. This can all be done with an effective UAP and UAVP.

Foremost in our minds is getting the faculty and the students together more, on both business and social fronts. In view of the faculty's recent attempts to change (without looking for student support) policies that directly affect students, and the present rather inefficient system of student representation, we feel that good government is needed now more than ever. We need a system whereby students can easily and effectively get their messages to the right places. This can only be achieved through strong leadership on the part of the UAP and UAVP.

Both of us are very media-oriented people, having been heavily involved in both The Tech and the publicity committee of LSC. We would propose to make effective use of the now virtually defunct UA (Please turn to next page)

SEX

Now that we have your attention....

Issues, such as academic freedom, tuition and the equity level, declining financial aid to student organizations, the social atmosphere at MIT, and the power of student government are assuming critical importance.

We will push hard to keep and expand the liberal educational reforms made in the past. We strongly favor the four UA referenda. The UAP and UAVP have the right to speak at all faculty meetings. We will attend ALL faculty meetings and speak when necessary. In cooperation with the General As-
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As UAP and UAVP, we plan to form an executive committee to advise and/or arbitrate on matters of student concern and student complaints. We will try to provide the means for social unification of the student body as a whole through frequent social activities sponsored by the UA. We realize the scope of the job, and are eager to make it work. We kindly request your cooperation on election day and thereafter.

Please give us your support. Thank you.